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Carbon is the only major element in interplanetary dust whose abundance, distribution and 
chemical state are not well understood. Information about carbon could clarify the relationship 
between the various classes of IDPs, conventional meteorites, and sources (e.g. comets vs. 
asteroids). To date, the most reliable estimates of C abundance in lDPs have been obtained by 
analyzing particles on thick-flat Be substrates using thin-window energy-dispersive spectroscopy in 
the SEM [ l ,  21. These estimates of C abundance are valid only if C is homogeneously distributed, 
because detected C x-rays originate from the outer 0.1 pm of the particle [I]. An alternative and 
potentially more accurate method of measuring C abundances is to analyze multiple thin sections 
(each <0.1 pm thick) of IDPs. These efforts however, have been stymied because of a lack of a 
suitable non-carbonaceous embedding medium and the availability of C-free conductive substrates. 
We have embedded and thin-sectioned lDPs in glassy sulfur, and transferred the thin sections to Be 
support films -25 nm thick. The sections were then analyzed in a 200 KeV analytical TEM. S 
sublimes rapidly under vacuum in the TEM, leaving non-embedded sections supported on Be. Apart 
from quantitative C (and 0 )  analyses, S sectioning dramatically expands the range of analytical 
measurements that can be performed on a single IDP. 

An IDP mounted on a stereomicroscope hot stage is enveloped within a droplet of molten sulfur 
(100 - 400 pm diameter). The droplet is agitated with a tungsten or glass needle until the IDP is well 
embedded in the sulfur. After the sulfur droplet has cooled and solidified, it is mounted on the end of 
a regular epoxy stub for ultramicrotomy. The sulfur is trimmed with a glass knife and sectioned as if 
it were epoxy [3]. The sections (50-100 nm thick) are floated on water and transferred to continuous 
Be films (20-25 nm thick) supported on TEM grids (Fig. 1). 

Thin-sections were analyzed in a TEM (JEOL 2010) equipped with an ultrathin window EDS 
system. The Cliff-Lorimer thin-film correction procedure was employed to measure C and other 
elements [4]. We used silicon carbide (Sic) supported on Be to derive an experimental K-factor 
(relative to Si) for C, and NlST thin-film glass SRM2063, synthetic Ni2Si04, and mineral standards to 
derive K-factors for the other elements. While acquiring x-ray spectra from the standards, we 
monitored the electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) zero loss and plasmon regions to confirm 
that light element x-ray absorption was minimized. 

Table 1 (column 1) lists an EDS thin-film analysis of spurrite (2Ca2Si04.CaC03); column 2 lists 
the theoretical element abundances for spumte. Comparison of columns 1 and 2 illustrates the 
potential of thin-film analysis for light element measurements. The relative error of the C analysis is 
<25% (c.f. columns 1 and 2), although both the precision and accuracy of thin-film analysis need to 
be established by analyses of multiple C-bearing standards. Relative error of -25 wt % is typical for 
heavier elements at similar concentrations [5]. Table 1, columns 3-5 list analyses of thin sections of 
IDP L2006H5 which had been embedded in S, thin-sectioned using ultramicrotomy, and mounted on 
thin (25 nm thick) Be films on Cu TEM grids. L2006H5 is a hydrated IDP whose carbon abundance 
was measured at 8.0 wt % in the SEM prior to sulfur embedding and thin-sectioning (column 6). The 
relative analytical error of SEM carbon analysis (column 6) is reported to be on the order of 20% [I]. 

We have developed a particle thin-sectioning method which does not require organic embedding 
media and carbon support substrates. Thin sections can now be mapped for light elements (C, N, 
and 0 )  using EDS or EELS mapping procedures. Electron energy loss near edge structure analysis 
(ELNES) can be used to investigate the state of the carbon, and organic carbon can be measured 
using infrared (IR) microspectroscopy. Unsectioned material can be recovered from the sulfur mount, 
simply by heating and sublimation of the sulfur, and be made available for other purposes such as 
noble gas measurements and trace element analysis. 
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Figure 1. Brightfield 
micrograph of 
a thin section 
of IDP 

t - L2005H5 
supported on a 
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polycrystalline 
beryllium film. 
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Figure 2. Energy 
dispersive x- 
ray spectrum 
of a thin 
section of IDP 
L2005H5. 
(Cu) is a 
system peak. 
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